Pastoral commons use in Romania and the role of the Common Agricultural Policy
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Abstract: In comparison to many Western European countries, in Romania the use of common pastures remains widespread and is strongly linked to the predominance of subsistence and semi-subsistence farming in much of the country. The majority of permanent pasture in the country is under state or community ownership, and these areas are of high natural and cultural, as well as economic importance for Romania. Whilst traditional governance systems of the commons are still partly intact, or at least within living memory here, new institutions are forming in response to substantial changes in agriculture and rural life that have been occurring, particularly since Romania’s accession to the EU in 2007. We
describe the changing role of common pastures for local communities in the case study region of Târnava Mare in Southern Transylvania, Romania. The number of active users here is decreasing, and those who have more animals are increasingly grazing their animals on long-term leased or private land, thus effectively no longer participating in the commons. This is encouraged by the current system of relatively low prices for agricultural products and EU agricultural support payments, which for smallholders and larger farmers alike are now a major factor in the financial viability of farming in Romania. The future of the commons in the study region will hinge on the success of the communities to self-organise and take advantage of the opportunities presented by the changing rural context of pastoral commons use.
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1. Introduction

Common grazing in Romania, as in much of Europe, is a historical tradition (Dorner 1910; De Moor et al. 2002; Brown 2006a). However, in contrast to much of Western Europe and despite great upheavals in land ownership during the past century, this form of land use still plays an important role in Romania. Here, common grazing land may be owned by public bodies, private organisations or individuals, but is characterised by multiple grazing rights. Although no exact figures on the distribution of common pastures are available, based on the amount of publically owned agricultural land in the country (1.87 million ha in 2007), a rough approximation suggests that over half of the 3.4 million ha of permanent pasture in Romania can be considered common land (Institutul National de Statistica 2010)\(^1\).

Whilst its significance naturally varies across this culturally diverse country, the vast majority of villages still retain at least one pasture which is used in common by the local inhabitants. The use of these common pastures is strongly linked to the persistence of subsistence and semi-subsistence farming, which is still the major type of agriculture in Romania both in terms of surface area and number of farmers involved (MARD 2007). Around 3.5 million agricultural holdings (90%)

\(^1\) The vast majority of state or community owned agricultural land is permanent pasture (B. Mehedin, *pers. comm.*), and this figure does not include the area owned by community organisations, therefore is probably an underestimate.
farm on less than 5 ha of individually-farmed land (Institutul National de Statistica 2010). As a result, Romania has the highest number of holdings per capita in the EU, linked to the large rural population in Romania (see Figure 1). For these families, the possibility of keeping livestock and thus survival as smallholders is contingent on their access to common pastures to supplement their own land. Common pastures therefore represent a major economic resource for small-scale farmers, but are also a source of non-economic benefits for the community.

As generally large areas of unimproved, semi-natural grassland, common pastures throughout Europe are often rich in biodiversity (Lederbogen et al. 2004; Brown 2006b). Their legal status provides them with inertia against land-use change (Wilson 1997), as decisions regarding management require the consent of multiple stakeholders. Such continuity in habitat conditions is particularly important for grassland flora, which may continue accumulating species over tens, if not hundreds, of years (Poschlod and WallisdeVries 2002; Aavik et al. 2009). Their large scale provides not only the opportunity for large and genetically diverse populations, but also the spatial and temporal gradients of disturbance caused by wandering herds create different habitat types for a variety of species. This diversity of species is also linked with a diversity of functions: in addition to the production of livestock fodder, these extensive permanent pastures can also be a resource for harvesting other important products (such as medicinal plants) as well as having significant carbon sequestration potential (e.g. Smith et al. 2010).

Figure 1: Number of agricultural holdings per thousand inhabitants compared to percentage urban population for each country in the EU27, in 2007. Blue circles = Western Europe, green circles Central and Eastern Europe. Points are labelled with country abbreviations (RO=Romania). (Source: Eurostat 2011 for agricultural holdings, FAOSTAT 2012 for urban population).
Common pastures also provide many less tangible services. Having often been in existence for centuries, their large, unfenced expanses are a typical element of the rural countryside of many areas of Europe, with a strong significance for regional cultural heritage (Rodgers et al. 2011, p. 14) and tourism (Brown 2006a; Roeder et al. 2010).

Despite their wealth of commons, Eastern Europe is largely understudied in this aspect (Bravo and De Moor 2008), and thus provides an interesting new context in which to test the relevance of the findings and recommendations in the commons literature (Sikor 2004). Unlike many other European countries, Romania still retains widespread living memory of historic, stable commons institutions (as described by e.g. Dorner 1910). However, repeated upheavals in agricultural land rights in the last century have placed strain on traditional governance systems of common pastures. Forced collectivisation of land and animals under the communist regime undermined the use of the commons and their autonomous local governance. Following the revolution in 1989 and the slow – and still incomplete – process of land and property restitution, these institutions appear to have regained strength, but rarely to the former levels of organisation. Most recently the accession of Romania to the European Union brought liberalisation of markets and the introduction of Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) instruments, again rapidly changing the context of common land use. In many cases the formation of new commons institutions is occurring on top of fragments of older ones, but with the added challenges of widespread post-socialist mistrust in collective action and an uncertain future for agriculture in the country.

This paper summarises the current situation of common pasture use in the case study area of Târnava Mare in Southern Transylvania, an 85,000 ha Natura 2000 protected area characterised by lowland, low-intensity and largely grassland-based farming (Figure 2). We first outline the types of commons considered in the context of Romania as a whole. The development of common pasture use over the past several centuries is then summarized, followed by a discussion of its changing role in the community today and what internal and external factors may be driving this. Particularly important in this respect are the effects of the EU CAP, as well as of the appearance of new farmer associations, whose significance for the commons will be described. Based on this, we consider the implications for the sustainability of the commons in the study area, and their future prospects.

2. Methods

Data were gathered during a pilot study consisting of ten qualitative semi-structured interviews with commons users from seven villages in the study area in summer 2011. Both smallholders with few animals and larger-scale, more specialised farmers were interviewed. Questions focused mainly on commons use by cattle, and concerned the major themes of historical and present pasture use patterns, relevant organisational structures, cooperation among users and the influence of subsidies on commons use. Statements on these themes were then extracted...
from the interview notes and compared, and complemented by information from the literature and observational data from ecological fieldwork on the common pastures in question in 2011.

3. Commons in the study region and the Romanian context

Today, large areas of both forest and pasture commons in Romania exist, for which there are three main administrative models (see Table 1 for an overview). The compositions are a historic community organization typical in Transylvania and northern Romania that owns and administers pasture and forest land. Membership is usually strongly restricted, often passed down through generations. The second type, obște, is a similar community organization found in the mountainous regions of Wallachia and Moldavia, with a wide variation in membership rights (Mantescu 2009). In the majority of the country, however, the common pasture (often called izlaz) is publicly owned with administration carried out through the Town Hall. This rents out parcels of the pasture to individuals based on their needs, or makes the area available for common grazing and has traditionally applied a tax per animal for usage. The former is generally the case for sheep pastures, where shepherds rent land on which to graze and milk a mixture of their own and the villagers’ sheep. The latter is generally the case for cow pastures. In most cases, any resident of the village has the right to use the common pasture to graze their animals.

The izlaz form of public ownership of land with management by the Town Hall is the typical system of grazing commons administration in the study region of the Târnava Mare region of lowland Southern Transylvania (see Figure 2). This area has a long history of low intensity farming and high proportion of pastoralism.
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linked with semi-subsistence farming (Page et al. 2012). Common land has been a feature of the farming system in the area since at least the 16th century (Dorner 1910). Today, almost all permanent pasture is publicly owned in this region, and a typical municipality has around 3000 ha of communal pastures (roughly a third of the administrative area). The pasture area may be physically contiguous over hundreds of hectares, but is often divided into multiple units depending on the users’ needs and the physical geography.

4. Historical development

The interviewees reported that historically, the use of the common pastures in Târnava Mare was restricted in practice and/or by local regulations by the number of animals a household could overwinter. Whilst the main use today is for cattle and sheep grazing (both for dairy production), in the past the pastures were also important for buffalo (from the 18th to the end of the 20th century) and pigs (at least since the 16th century, until the 20th century). The latter could be a reason for the high frequency of wood pastures in the area, whose scattered trees (mostly oaks) were a source of acorns and other forage for pigs (Hartel and Moga 2010).

The right of local inhabitants to use the pasture was coupled with a tax per animal payable to the local council and a fee to the herdsman, at least since the end of the 19th century if not much earlier. In addition, each individual had to contribute a certain number of days work per year per animal grazed to maintain the pasture (scrub and weed clearance, repairing of water troughs etc.), overseen by a pastoral committee from the Town Hall. Issues regarding the pasture were discussed and decided upon in an annual public meeting in spring presided over by the mayor (or vice mayor) and the pastoral committee in all study villages. This included electing a cowherd, who during the summer months would take the animals every morning to the allocated pasture and return them to their owners.

Table 1: Overview of the three main types of common pasture use in Romania (based on Mantescu 2009).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commons type</th>
<th>Property rights</th>
<th>Use rights</th>
<th>Administration</th>
<th>Main distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Composesorat</td>
<td>Private property of the local community</td>
<td>Can be restricted to members (although not always); membership usually inherited</td>
<td>Elected members</td>
<td>(Hungarian speaking) Transylvania and Northern Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsțe</td>
<td>Private property of the local community</td>
<td>Restricted to members; membership sometimes inherited, sometimes through residence</td>
<td>Elected members</td>
<td>Regions of Wallachia and Moldavia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izlaz</td>
<td>Public property of the local community</td>
<td>Any inhabitant of the municipality</td>
<td>Mayor and elected pastoral committee</td>
<td>Throughout Romania</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in the evening. The meeting was attended by all stakeholders, who were almost exclusively subsistence or semi-subsistence farmers, usually owning 1–5 cows and 5–20 sheep in addition to other livestock. For such users, the quality of the pasture was paramount to their livelihoods, and the time and labour saving benefits of communal grazing vastly overcame any costs involved in participating in the commons (Huband 2007).

This changed during the communist period (1947–1989), when most land in Romania was collectivised and the majority of pastures – as well as the animals that grazed them – were absorbed into state or collective farms. However, individuals continued to keep a few animals during this period, and some of the common pastures remained in use as such. Administration of the pastures continued from the Town Hall with the participation of the local livestock owners, however, this was now strongly driven by the directors of the state and collective farms. The carrying out of pasture maintenance activities by users was strictly enforced by the Town Hall.

Following restitution of land and animals in the 1990s, pasture maintenance was increasingly neglected (as confirmed by all interviewees), as the state ceased to play such a dominant role in this respect and the users failed to coordinate themselves to continue these activities without state enforcement. Falling prices for agricultural products in recent years, as well as rising costs of living and emigration of young people due to the lack of rural job opportunities has led to a reduction in number of households keeping animals. These trends have particularly affected subsistence and semi-subsistence farmers, which form the majority of the commons users, making it an ageing group (see Figure 3) with few future prospects.

![Figure 3: Distribution of small (under 20 ha, average size for this size class is 4.5 ha), medium (20–50 ha, average 30 ha), and large (over 50 ha – average 300 ha) farm holdings in Romania per age-group of farm manager. Source: Eurostat 2009.](image-url)
In contrast, a minority of livestock owners have expanded their herds (i.e. over 10 cows) and professionalised their farming operations. These, however, operate separately from the village herd, using either private pasture or rented parcels of the communal pasture. In some places this is an official rule, in others just the norm. In having more at stake with their livestock, these owners tend to remove themselves willingly from the commons system because it is no longer practical for them (they may have different milking times, or find it more convenient to keep their cattle out of the village, for example).

In terms of pasture governance, the precipitous decline in the number of families keeping cows and thus reduction in the circle of active users has led to a loss of saliency (sensu Ostrom 2001) of the common pastures for the local community. This may be one of the reasons for the lack of engagement in communal pasture maintenance. These two factors combined, i.e. the reduction in management such as scrub clearance and the reduced grazing pressure, are threatening the quality of the pasture both in terms of productivity (and thus profit) and nature value.

5. Effects of changes in agricultural policy

Romania’s accession to the EU in 2007 has had a range of impacts on agriculture in general in the country, which have in turn modified the context of commons use. Interacting with the falling prices and rural exodus mentioned in the previous section has been the introduction of agricultural subsidy payments in line with the EU Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). In the study area, initially many Town Halls applied for the subsidy payments. In return they often released the users from paying taxes and pasture maintenance responsibilities, which had in recent years rarely been properly enforced. However, although the users were freed from some financial costs, the subsidy money was not effectively benefiting either the users or the pasture quality. In recognition of this problem, the Ministry of Agriculture tightened regulations to prevent Town Halls from applying, with the result that the renting of communal pasture (by individuals or associations) increased. Many farmer or grazing associations were thus formed in order to take advantage of the subsidy payments. In one of the study villages, the association used the subsidy money to invest in improving the pasture quality or facilities, such as agricultural machinery, for the local community. Such examples of collective action to achieve greater collective benefits from the money are, however, few, and several interviewees said the associations simply divided the amount among the active members who used it to supplement their income.

An additional effect of CAP payments was the lengthening of contracts for the leasing of communal land. In addition to the single area payment (CAP Pillar I, Direct Payments), agri-environment schemes (CAP Pillar II, Rural Development) are also available for grasslands in many areas of the country. These require the applicant to have rights to the land for a period of at least 5 years, and thus to allow access to this source of funding Town Halls generally grant contracts for 5, but also even 10 or 25 years. This extended period is intended to provide
planning security for land-owners, especially as the intended ecological benefits of agri-environment schemes often take many years to accrue. In the context of the common pastures in the study areas, however, this development has had the side effect of weakening its communal function. In the absence of effective collective action to take control of the communal pasture, wealthier individuals have the opportunity to rent areas for extended periods of time, promoting a single user ‘private’ model of land use, which has implications both for social and ecological functions of the common pasture. Concerning the former, some interviewees noted that land had been rented to residents of other villages, or to individuals without animals, despite the fact that theoretically this was not permitted according to the rules of the Town Hall. The primary interest of the tenant was the subsidies, who in some cases then sublet the land to locals who had not been able to obtain land for their animals directly from the Town Hall. In addition to the social justice issues with this situation, increased opportunity for individuals to make management decisions increases the likelihood of land-use change, which may in the case of species-rich permanent pastures be ecologically harmful (Wilson 1997).

6. New associations and their effect on commons governance

Although there have been similar organisations in the past, local farmer associations have started to appear on a larger scale in Romania in recent years. Officially encouraged by the Romanian government, they have, however, been given little formal support as to how to organise and regulate themselves, and as such a multitude of forms exist with varying success. At one end of the scale there are well-functioning farmer associations consisting of the majority of farmers in the village, and an organisational structure with different administrative positions. The other, more frequently encountered, situation is that the association is a shell, only existing formally in order for its members to be able to receive subsidy payments but with no willing participation of or interest from the members. In one village without an association, one interviewee rented part of the common pasture as an individual and let village animals graze in an informal agreement, by-passing the formal rules of commons use. Lack of unity and organisation among the users means that decisions about the common pasture mostly continue to be driven in a top-down manner by the Town Hall. This has no strong vested interest in the quality of the pasture or the livelihoods of its users, unlike the farmer associations. In turn, this inability by users to influence the running and the regulation of the commons is a major barrier to trust in and commitment to an institution (e.g. Ostrom 1990).

Concerning the interaction between associations and subsidy payments, there is a recognised lack of administrative capacity for managing CAP instruments in Romania and a generally poor level of dissemination of information regarding agricultural policy (Wegener et al. 2011). Farmers largely rely on uncoordinated trickle-down of policy and administrative information through word of mouth or
television (Huband 2007; Paulini et al. 2011), leading to information asymmetries and a lack of transparency. This is worsened by a high potential for conflict caused by the substantial sums of money in play: in 2012, basic CAP payments per hectare of grassland (based on direct payments and the most popular agri-environment schemes) were around 270 € – equivalent to an average Romanian monthly wage. Typical post-socialist mistrust in institutions and authorities (e.g. Theesfeld 2004) is very present in the region due to frequent corruption experienced by people here, all interviewees noted that it is a central issue in the running of the grazing associations. Low levels of social capital present in the community (Hartel et al. unpublished data) also decrease the willingness to cooperate.

7. Implications for the sustainability of commons use and future prospects

The application of the Common Agricultural Policy, in conjunction with market liberalization and significant socio-economic changes, has made Romanian farmers dependent on CAP payments. In the current economic climate, these subsidies play an important role in the viability of farming from the smallest to the largest scale. As an integral part of Romanian agriculture, common pastures must therefore now also be managed to efficiently exploit this source of financial support. Without it, common grazing would surely continue, at least into the near future, but mainly as the historical hangover of tradition and poverty-induced dependence on subsistence agriculture.

In the absence of effective collective action, the intended positive influence of CAP subsidies appears to be only partially successful for the social and ecological functions of the common pastures in the study area. Whilst the management stipulations for payments have stimulated an improvement in e.g. scrub clearance in recent years, all interviewees confirmed that this activity is now dependent on the continuation of the subsidy payments and not sustainable should these cease. In this way, the direct link between farmers and the environment is being eroded by the current system. Whereas previously ecological sustainability was key to producing the fodder that farmers depended on, in many areas today the primary product of the pasture is the cash that they receive for just ensuring the pasture meets the minimum standards prescribed by the payments agency. This provides incentives for people outside the community, and even those with no livestock or link to the area, to rent common land but not necessarily to use it.

With the drop in interest from livestock owners and the greater convenience of the private land use model for land administration, many interviewed farmers predicted the gradual decline in use of the common pasture in the next decade, to be replaced by individual renting of parcels of public land. In turn, the current dysfunctionality of the farmer associations is contributing to the speed of the loss in commons users, as they are failing to use the agricultural support payments to the benefit of the community. Whilst any reduction in the number of livestock is
easily reversible, the loss of livestock owners (and thereby the use of the commons) is not: once the knowledge and tradition of livestock-keeping is lost in a family, it is unlikely to be regained.

As mentioned above, the current system is facilitating an increasing ‘quasi-privatisation’ and division of the common pastures, which appears to be weakening the tradition of collective management of large areas of land. A greater recognition of the importance of landscape scale approach in international agricultural policy has been repeatedly called for in the ecological literature (e.g. Gabriel et al. 2010; Reeson et al. 2011), due to the ecological linkages affecting species stretching over hundreds of hectares, rather than the tens of hectares addressed by most current measures. This concept is perfectly addressed by common pastures, which provide large expanses of contiguous grassland supporting high species richness and ecosystem services with relatively low transaction costs.

Despite this recognition, and the stated objective of the CAP to encourage environmentally friendly farming (European Commission 2011a) there is no special recognition of common pastures or collective action to manage agricultural landscapes under the current CAP. This could still be addressed in the post 2013 agricultural policy. For example, a new cooperation measure to support collective action has been formulated under the legislative proposals for the post-2013 CAP (European Commission 2011b), which could be used to increase central support, advisory services and targeted aid for local farmer associations. In addition, although much of the content of the new CAP for the next programming period is already known at the EU level, it is likely that there will be more flexibility than in previous years for individual Member States to interpret the regulations. Romania in particular will have a much increased Direct Payments budget in the new ‘green’ Pillar I in comparison to the previous CAP period (European Parliament 2010). This, along with the cooperation measure could be a powerful tool to promote landscape scale conservation if eligibility restrictions for grazed land (which currently exclude much land of high nature value owing e.g. to the presence of isolated trees) are relaxed.

Although a change in national and international policy may be one way to better support the use of common pastures, there is much that local collective action could achieve to improve the functioning of farmer associations. As Romania makes its transition from an agricultural system characterised by subsistence farming to more commercial farming, the continued use of the common pastures seems to rest with the small to medium-sized farmers. This period of restructuring of commons governance can be seen as an opportunity to change the system to make it a more attractive option for these farmers to use. The newly formed, or reconstituted, farmer associations could help the transition from subsistence farming and better exploit the full potential of CAP payments and international markets by taking over the management of the commons. Transaction costs for small- and medium-sized holdings can be greatly decreased, for example by associations making a central application for agricultural payments, or by providing a resource for
equipment, advice and labour – as has happened in a very few positive cases. By acting as a voice for the concerns of small farmers, problems related to the lack of representation of their interests at higher administrative levels (Wegener et al. 2011) can be addressed. Issues with transparency, accountability, trust and member involvement could be initially improved by the formation of umbrella organisations to provide support, structure and guidance for local associations. Nevertheless, associations will remain highly dependent on the integrity and level of engagement of individuals such as the head of the association.

8. Conclusions

The large areas of common land still existing in Romania support millions of smallholders as well as important ecosystems, and form part of the cultural heritage of many regions of the country. Rapid recent changes including the introduction of agricultural subsidy payments and decline in subsistence farming mean, however, that the commons institutions are currently facing unprecedented challenges. In the study area, the disappearance of small farmers means the circle of active users is shrinking, resulting in a loss of saliency of the common pastures for the local community as a whole. In addition, the shift from primarily resource-based to subsidy-based usage is changing the role of the common pastures, replacing the direct link between farmers and the environment with an indirect one, thus reducing the importance of ecological sustainability (Fischer et al. 2012). A move towards effective division and individual use of the commons is also being seen in the region as a result of the subsidy system, and with the continued transition from subsistence to commercial farming this quasi-privatisation trend is likely to continue.

Nevertheless, many of the challenges described here can also be seen as an opportunity to form better systems of management. If issues with transparency and accountability can be addressed, farmer associations may be able to facilitate the use of the commons – and the subsidies they provide – for smaller-scale farmers, helping both them and the commons system to survive. Advisory services for such associations could have an important role to play to help inexperienced associations restructure as sustainable institutions. This case study is not unique, and at both the national and the European level the role of commons and associations of land managers in providing landscape-scale High Nature Value habitats could be better acknowledged in agricultural policy.

Based on a small case study, the discussion above is naturally limited in its scope to draw conclusions for Romania as whole, especially in terms of the picture for other forms of commons management such as the composesorat and the obște. Further research comparing the situation and outlook for the management of the common pastures in other regions of the country, especially regarding the effects of CAP subsidies, would help to form a more complete picture of the range of impacts that the recent changes have had. This could provide evidence to shape future policies promoting collective action for both production and conservation in agricultural landscapes.
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